


The Palace Foreshore project, organisers and staff acknowledge 
the Wurundjeri people who are the Traditional Custodians of 

the land where we live and work.

We would also like to pay our respects to Elders, past, present 
and emerging of the Kulin Nation. We extend that respect to 

all first peoples and indigenous cultures around the world.
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PROGRAMMING
PROGRAMMING STRATEGY

Community and local government support for the project is 
paramount to its ongoing success and as well as is commercial 
viability of each part of the program. Therefore, as it was with April 
Sun, each event option at The Palace Foreshore will be carefully 
balanced against the following criteria:

1.  COMMUNITY IMPACT
NOISE IMPACTS / TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC / COMMUNITY FATIGUE / PROGRAM DIVERSITY

The adherence to noise limitations is key to the success of any 
outdoor music event. The ability for artists and their production 
teams to be content with venue-imposed noise restrictions, noise 
mitigation strategies and noise mitigation measures is a factor 
in determining the suitability of artists for outdoor shows, of 
this nature.

• A venue has a responsibility not only to the wider community 
but to the artists they have programmed to deliver the style, 
type and show that the artist has developed. To preserve artist, 
promoter, community and venue relationships proposed 
artist content are often deemed not – suitable for outdoor 
music events.

• Event program teams must also assess the likely audience 
demographic in terms of age, gender, political leanings, 
likelihood of intoxication and general attitudes to authority. This 
is a non-discriminatory process where the risks of each event are 
carefully balanced against cultural importance, risk mitigation 
measures (availibility and cost) and the individual events ‘voice’ 
in an overall annual program.

• Community fatigue plays a strong role in programming choices. 
Careful consideration is made to ensure that a program is diverse 
in its sound, intensity, style and length of program. Particularly 
when events exist for several days in a row. 
Eg: The Palace Foreshore will seek not to consider programming 
multiple lengthy dance-oriented events, or multiple heavy 
music events, nor heavy bass oriented urban music for several 
successive days.

• The Palace Foreshore venue and program will provide a diverse 
array of Australian talent. The project will be programmed 
and marketed to appeal to a broad audience. The program and 
marketing directive will pursue and work toward the following 
diversity and demographic targets. Finalised program and 
target audience will seek to be a larger than average proportion 
of people identifying as non-gender, culturally diverse and/or 
LGBTQIA+ The events will cater for people of all abilities 
through the facilitation of access (via community groups), ease 
of physical access to events, staff education and training. 

 
 
 
 

2. COMMERCIAL VIABILITY
COST OF ARTIST / TICKET PRICE / MARKET SATURATION / 
CROSS PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

The viability of each event is fundamental to the success of 
the project.

• Events must be carefully programmed to ensure there is a 
high likelihood of operational, production and promotional 
costs being met on a per events basis. In addition, each event 
must provide a substantial contribution margin back to the 
venue in order to support the project as a whole. Projected 
audience numbers must be achieved in order to satisfy financial, 
sponsorship and grant funding stakeholders target outcomes.

• The above factors balanced out, and analysed against artist 
availability, touring schedules, partnerships with sister festivals 
and venues, other events in the precinct will all inform what a 
final seasonal program looks like.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
PROGRAMMES

The Palace Foreshore proposal recognises the importance of deeper 
community engagement with its program. The project provides 
the opportunity for a great level of collaboration between existing 
programs, new programs and local community and commercial 
organisations.

The Palace Foreshore proposal is currently focused on the following 
four distinct community outreach streams.

1. RECLINK INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
2 X 6 MONTH PAID FULL-TIME INTERNSHIPS PROGRAM

Reclink Australia and The Palace Foreshore Project will partner to 
support up and coming artists and support/technical staff who 
have been impacted by the effects of COVID-19. COVID-19 has 
disproportionately impacted the arts and performance community 
through event cancellations and now through a lack of events 
being planned. Reclink Australia have a stellar track record running 
community sports, arts and recreation programs for the clients of 
the community services sector.

Reclink’s structured programs help to improve life outcomes for 
those experiencing mental illness, family violence, homelessness, 
social isolation, gambling harm, unemployment, and in drug and 
alcohol rehabilitation.

The Program will be funded as part of The Palace Foreshore 
program and meaningfully employ two people in the role of 
event management. 

2. LIVE NATION — LIVE ACADEMY
The Palace Foreshore Project, in conjunction with Live nation and 
the Palais Theatre is seeking to develop the Live Nation – Academy. 
The program will seek to use the Palais Theatre on ‘dark days’ to 
offer an Entertainment Educational training program/rehearsal 
space, for the benefit of the local community (bands and crew).
The program will then seek to sue The Palace Foreshore outdoor 
program to provide a furthered learning opportunity in an 
outdoor environment.

LEARNING PLATFORMS

• Practical - supervised experience provided on-site at the Palais 
and The Palais Foreshore venues.

• Online - inductions and overview of facilities, equipment and 
safety/security/CV protocols. 

 
 
 
 

 

OBJECTIVES

• Provide relevant experiential training in live music production.

• Provide a real-world framework to learn from experienced 
professionals in the industry.

• Provide a landmark venue in which bands and crew can be 
exposed to larger production (sound and lights) and theatre 
mechanics, through which proficiency grows.

• Generate further direct employment opportunities for local 
aligned business (stagehands, crewing, backline, staging etc).

• Generate secondary or flow on economic benefits to local traders 
by increasing business activity in the Precinct.

OBSERVATIONS/ MOTIVATIONS

• No other promoter or major professional entertainment business 
is offering such experiential training in our region.

• Many Australian acts have limited experience working in 
larger venues.

• Many Australian acts first exposure to larger venues is 
unsatisfactory; limited set up/sound check times, use of 
production, dressing room facilities.

PROGRAM BENEFITS

• Enhance and embellish the COPP Line Music Action Plan by 
investing in the future of the local live entertainment industry.

• Greater utilisation of the Palais, and existing Palace Foreshore 
infrastructure for the benefit of local community.

• Enhanced safety and proficiency outcomes by providing 
controlled exposure to the venue and equipment, away from the 
pressures of ‘show days’.
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CONTRIBUTION TO 
COPP — L.M.A.P 2021

The City of Port Phillip’s draft live music action plan (L.M.A.P) is 
an important step in the rebuilding of Victoria’s live music, arts and 
entertainment sector.

The Palace Foreshore project will assist in contributing to many of 
the key goals of the initiative, outlined below.

LIVE MUSIC AS A TOOL FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RECOVERY FOR LOCAL BUSINESS.

The Palace Foreshore project will provide an enormous amount of 
economic stimulus to the City of Port Phillip and broader to the 
arts and entertainment community of Victoria.

A commitment to a series of world class outdoor events over two 
years will assist in helping achieve the COPP Live Music Action 
Plan’s first goal.

BREAK DOWN BARRIERS FOR MUSICIANS WANTING TO PERFORM IN PORT PHILLIP AND 
MAXIMISE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MUSICIANS, BUSINESSES AND AUDIENCES TO CONNECT

The Palace Foreshore project will seek to actively engage and 
develop artists and their production teams through the various 
outreach programs (see page ##). The project will actively support 
local emerging talent through a collaboration with COPP toward 
actively programming local talent into paid support slots. Live 
Nation will actively support these artists careers via promotion and 
listing of the event rosters.

ENCOURAGE MAXIMUM LIVE MUSIC OPPORTUNITIES VIA THE CREATION OF MUSIC 
PRECINCTS AND DEVELOP A RANGE OF INITIATIVES TO ‘BROKER’ HARMONY BETWEEN 
VENUES AND LOCAL RESIDENTS.

The Palace Foreshore project, on the back of the success of the 
April Sun (Pilot Project) will assist in establishing a sort after “live 
music precinct” in the COPP.

Partnering with local hospitality and entertainment venues 
will assist in brokering the harmony between existing and new 
live music initiatives and assist in re-establishing St Kilda at the 
forefront of Victoria’s cultural and arts identity.

An enormous amount of feasibility has been conducted in 
relation to the suitability of the site as a live music precinct, 
via April Sun 2021.

STAND OUT AS A CITY OF MUSIC FESTIVALS, WELCOMING THE EVENTS AND THEIR 
AUDIENCES WHILE ENSURING COMPATIBILITY WITH OUR COMMUNITIES.

The Palace Foreshore events series will be world class events in their 
quality and scope.

The program, iconic location will put Saint Kilda at the centre of 
Victoria’s outdoor live music landscape.

The project will create a benchmark for inclusivity and access 
through its diverse program, accessible venue design and outreach 
programs, with the hope that the program can support arts and 
entertainment growth in the city for generations to come.
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INDUSTRY 
SUPPORT LETTERS





Nicholas Greco 
15 Dover St, 
Cremorne VIC 3121 

Dear RISE Fund,  

Re: Palace Foreshore (Outdoor Arena) Proposal 

Live Music and Entertainment industries have been crippled by the COVID 19 pandemic.  

Producer, promotor, artists and industry support networks have been forced to rethink both their 
approach and expectations in the delivery COVID safe live music environments.   

The Palace Foreshore project is an example of our industries ability to change, adapt and grow to 
meet the challenges of the post pandemic festival landscape.  

Please accept my letter of support for this worthwhile project.  

Nicholas Greco 



 

 

 
17 June 2021  
 
 
 
To whom it may concern 
 
Re: Live Nation Holdings Australasia Pty Ltd/Reclink Australia Internship Program and Partnership 
(Palace Foreshore) 
 
I enthusiastically offer this letter of support endorsing Live Nation Holdings Australasia Pty Ltd’s  
grant application submitted to the Australian Government’s – Restart Investment to Sustain and Expand 
(RISE) Fund for the new iteration of Palace Foreshore in St Kilda.  
  
Reclink and Live Nation Holdings Australasia Pty Ltd will partner to support up and coming artists and 
support/technical staff who have been impacted by the effects of COVID. As part of this program, the 
intern will be employed by Reclink Australia and work on community arts projects as well as public 
events being delivered by L Live Nation Holdings Australasia Pty Ltd’s, such as Palace Foreshore.  The 
intern will be employed into local Reclink staff for a period of six months, and the location is Melbourne 
City.   

 
COVID has had a significant impact on the arts community. COVID has disproportionately impacted the 
arts and performance community through event cancellations and now through a lack of events being 
planned. 
  
Reclink Australia run community sports, arts, and recreation programs for the clients of the community 
services sector. Reclink’s structured programs help to improve life outcomes for those experiencing 
mental illness, family violence, homelessness, social isolation, gambling harm, unemployment, and in 
drug and alcohol rehabilitation. 
  
Unfortunately, for the second year running Reclink’s major fundraising events have been cancelled due 
to COVID; the Community Cup is supported by and supports the arts sector (major partners include PBS 
and RRR in Melbourne and the event is widely supported by performers and technical/support staff 
from the performing arts sector). This means we are unable to provide our usual staffing levels across 
Victoria and Australia. 
  
Reclink and Live Nation Holdings Australasia Pty Ltd want to support an artist or technical/support staff 
from the performing arts sector by providing alternative employment through an internship program 
based at Reclink working with Reclink programs and Live Nation events: the Palace Foreshore event This 
person will play an integral role in the community by helping Reclink to sustain arts programs for their 
participants. These programs will further support the sector through the stimulation of arts activity. 
  
The Live Nation Holdings Australasia Pty Ltd/Reclink internships are targeting people who have been 
attempting to establish themselves in the arts sector either as artists or as support/technical staff and 
whose efforts have been hampered due to the lack of sector activity as a result of COVID. 
  
  

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
In conclusion, I fully support Live Nation in seeking funding to support the sector through the Covid-19 
pandemic and their desire to reconnect artists with fans, while getting many of our key live industry 
workers back into jobs and a much-needed boost to our economy. 
  
Yours sincerely 
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TRAINEESHIP 
SUPPORT LETTER



 

 

 
17 June 2021  
 
 
 
To whom it may concern 
 
Re: Live Nation/Reclink Australia Internship Program and Partnership (Palace Foreshore) 
 
I enthusiastically offer this letter of support endorsing Live Nation’s grant application submitted to the 
Australian Government’s – Restart Investment to Sustain and Expand (RISE) Fund for the new iteration 
of Palace Foreshore in St Kilda  
  
Reclink and Live Nation will partner to support up and coming artists and support/technical staff who 
have been impacted by the effects of COVID. 
  
COVID has had a significant impact on the arts community. COVID has disproportionately impacted the 
arts and performance community through event cancellations and now through a lack of events being 
planned. 
  
Reclink Australia run community sports, arts, and recreation programs for the clients of the community 
services sector. Reclink’s structured programs help to improve life outcomes for those experiencing 
mental illness, family violence, homelessness, social isolation, gambling harm, unemployment, and in 
drug and alcohol rehabilitation. 
  
Unfortunately, for the second year running Reclink’s major fundraising events have been cancelled due 
to COVID; the Community Cup is supported by and supports the arts sector (major partners include PBS 
and RRR in Melbourne and the event is widely supported by performers and technical/support staff 
from the performing arts sector). This means we are unable to provide our usual staffing levels across 
Victoria and Australia. 
  
Reclink and Live Nation want to support an artist or technical/support staff from the performing arts 
sector by providing alternative employment through an internship program based at Reclink working 
with Reclink programs and Live Nation events: the Palace Foreshore event This person will play an 
integral role in the community by helping Reclink to sustain arts programs for their participants. These 
programs will further support the sector through the stimulation of arts activity. 
  
The Live Nation/Reclink internships are targeting people who have been attempting to establish 
themselves in the arts sector either as artists or as support/technical staff and whose efforts have been 
hampered due to the lack of sector activity as a result of COVID. 
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DETAILED 
SITE PLAN
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DETAILED PROJECT 
WORK PLAN
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ACCESSIBILITY PLAN 
& ASSESSMENT



One in five Australians have disability and anyone can acquire disability at any time. 
Providing good access for people with disability benefits everyone. 

Arts Access Australia, project accessibility plan template page Page 1 of 3 

 
 

Project accessibility 
Accessibility is about designing your project so that everyone can take part, either as artists, arts-workers, 
employees, participants or audiences. 

20% of the Australian population identify as experiencing disability. Many more people do not identify but 
still experience barriers to access. Parents with prams often experience the same access requirements as 
wheelchair users. And older people with hearing or sight loss often experience the same access 
requirements as deaf or blind / vision impaired people. Making your project accessible means meeting 
people’s access requirements so that everyone has an equal experience. 

Physical spaces 
Which physical spaces will you use as part of your project? Consider how people with different access 
requirements may navigate these spaces, taking into account layout, noise, light, obstacles, floors / levels. 
Remember to think about training / workshop spaces, back-stage / green room areas, audience spaces and 
performance / exhibition spaces. 

Possible barriers Strategies to address barriers and provide access 
Patron Movement No access issues for venue entry, there are no steps leading 

into the festival grounds.  
For stands, we have an accessable ramp which gives patrons 
access to the Bayside Stand area and access seating in this area 
of the festival grounds. Signage is placed throughout the public 
areas for easy wayfinding 

Access Toilets Available at four different locations on ground level and 
situated nearby the accessible seating platform.   

Hydration Stations All water stations will be installed at a height that is in line with 
wheelchair bound patrons to be able to access.       

 



 

One in five Australians have disability and anyone can acquire disability at any time. 
Providing good access for people with disability benefits everyone. 

Arts Access Australia, project accessibility plan template page Page 2 of 3 

Customer service 
How will you engage with artists, arts-workers, employees, participants and audiences? Areas to think 
about include recruitment, interviews / auditions, workshops / activities, marketing, signage, ticketing, 
shows / exhibitions and feedback. Consider the language you are planning to use, how you can use 
disability representation in a positive way, and how to make sure your engagement processes are 
accessible. 

Possible barriers Strategies to address barriers and provide access 
Staff All staff have completed Accessibility Training and are well 

equiped and willing to assist patrons whenever required 

Communication Approriate wording is included in the training modules for staff 
to use. There are also communication boards available for use 
when required. 

Ticketing  Ensure that those with accessibility needs are able to easily buy 
tickets and make sure that ticketing agents are able to process 
these requests expeditiously.  

 

Visual communication 
How much of your project uses pictures and/or actions to communicate and how will you make this 
accessible? Consider accessible digital formats and explore how you may be able to use Audio Description. 

Possible barriers Strategies to address barriers and provide access 
Seating Ensure there are seats available to those with special access 

that have no obstructed views.  

Signage There is clear signage throughout the venue to assist. We will 
install Braille signage at all entrances, stairs and accessible 
ramps as well as toilets for visually impaired patrons.  

        

 



 

One in five Australians have disability and anyone can acquire disability at any time. 
Providing good access for people with disability benefits everyone. 

Arts Access Australia, project accessibility plan template page Page 3 of 3 

Auditory communication 
How much of your project uses sound to communicate and how will you make this accessible? Consider 
AUSLAN interpretation, captions and providing text versions of spoken word. 

Possible barriers Strategies to address barriers and provide access 

Hearing Loop We have a hearing loop installed at the venue and is available 
for patrons to use. This is linked directly to the Audio 
monitoring desk used for the performance. 

AUSLAN Ensure that Auslan is made available at all shows as requested, 
at no financial disadvantage to the ticket holder.  

            

 
 

For more information visit Arts Access Australia. 
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LIVE NATION 
DIVERSITY PLAN












